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Abstract 
We show that the underlying Boolean matrix B of a complete blocked triangular matrix ring 
M(B,R) over a left Noetherian ring R is unique, i.e. if M(BI,R) and M(&,R) are isomorphic 
complete blocked triangular matrix rings over a left Noetherian ring R, then B1 =&. @ 1998 
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Although it is not possible to recover up to isomorphism the base ring R from 
the complete matrix ring k&(R), not even in the prime Noetherian case (see [l]), 
it was shown in [2] that the underlying Boolean matrix B of a structural matrix ring 
bll(B,R) over a semiprime Noetherian ring R can be recovered. To be more precise, [2, 
Theorem 2.41 states that the underlying Boolean matrices B1 and B2 of two isomorphic 
structural matrix rings M(Bl,R) and bll(B2,R) over a semiprime left Noetherian ring 
R are conjugated, i.e. one of them can be obtained from the other by a permutation of 
the rows and columns, which is equivalent to saying that the directed graphs associated 
with BI and B2 are isomorphic. 
The question has remained open whether semiprimeness can be dropped in 
[2, Theorem 2.41, and it was answered in the aflirmative in the commutative case 
in [2, Corollary 2.51. In this note, we show that the answer is also positive in the 
complete blocked triangular case. Moreover, we show that in this case the underlying 
Boolean matrices are equal, i.e. the underlying Boolean matrix of a complete blocked 
triangular matrix ring over a left Noetherian ring is unique. Complete blocked triangular 
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matrix rings over division rings feature in the representation of left Artinian CI-prime 
rings in [3]. 
Throughout the paper we use the notation of [2], and for the ease of the reader 
we provide the relevant details. Every ring herein is associative with identity, and we 
denote the prime radical of a ring R and the uniform dimension of a left R-module M 
by P(R) and u dim, M, respectively. See, for example, [4]. An n x n Boolean matrix 
B = [b,,j] is called complete blocked triangular if it is of the form 
I 
x1.1 x1.2 ..f Xl,, 
0 X2,2 . . . x2,* 
1 
Ii . . . . 
. ’ 
. . : 
0 . . . 0 x,,, I 
where for every i 5 j, Xi,j is an Yli x nj (Boolean) matrix with all its entries equal to 1, 
and ni +. . . +n, = n. We call X$ the (i,j)th block and Xi.i the ith diagonal block of B. 
The complete blocked triangular matrix ring (associated with B and R) is the subring 
M(B, R) of M,(R) comprising all matrices having 0 in the position (k, I) whenever 
bk.l = 0. 
Theorem. Let B1 and B2 be complete blocked triangular Boolean matrices, and let R 
be a left Noetherian ring. If M(B,,R) E M(Bz,R), then B1 = Bt. 
Proof. From [2, Lemma 2.11 we know that the number of diagonal blocks of B1 
equals that of B2, and if nl , . . . , nt and ml,. . . , mt are the consecutive orders of the 
diagonal blocks of B1 and B2, respectively, then the mi’s are a permutation of the nj’s. 
This implies that the orders of B1 and B2 are equal. We shall show nt = mt, and that 
if nj = mj for j = t, t - 1,. . . , t - k, then nr__k_ 1 = ml-&l, and so the desired result 
follows by induction. 
By [6, Theorem 2.71 fi := P(M(Bi, R)) comprises all the matrices in M(Bi,R) 
having elements of I := P(R) in the diagonal blocks of Bi, i = 1,2. Therefore, for 
every 12 1, 9; comprises all the matrices in M(Bi,R) having elements of I’ in the 
diagonal blocks of Bi and having elements of 1l-q in the (p, p + q)th block of 
Bi, q=l,..., t- 1, p=l,..., t-q, where we set I”:=R if ?<O. Since R is left 
Noetherian, we have that I is nilpotent. Let s be the nilpotency index of I. We con- 
clude that J@+‘-~ is zero in all the blocks of Bi, except in the (1, t)th block where it 
has entries Born I’-‘. Since M(B,,R) E M(Bz,R), it follows that 
Therefore, n, = m,. 
Suppose now that nj=mj for j=t, t - l,..., t - k, for some k > 0. Then, by the 
previous paragraph 9/f-k-1)+(S-2) is zero in all the blocks of Bi, except for having 
elements of Z(t-k-‘)f(s-2)-q in th e ( p,p+g)thblockofBi,q=t-k-2 ,..., t-l, 
p=l ,...,t-q. Let ni+. . .+rz-k-2 + 1 5 u < nl+. .+nt, and let %?I,” denote the left 
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M(B1, R)-submodule of Y,((t--k-l H(‘-~) consisting of all the matrices (in JJ[~-~-‘~)+(~-~)) 
which have zeroes everywhere except possibly in the vth column. If nl + . . . +nt_k_2 + 
1 2 v < nr + . . . + nt-k-l, then 
S-1 udim~ba(~,,R)~l,u=UdimRZ , (1) 
since in this case 
vlJ> =I”-‘.!?,,, +. . . +zS-kn,,“, 
where the Ei,j’S denote the standard matrix units (with 1 in position (i,j) and zeros 
elsewhere). Next, if q + . . . + n,r + 1 < v 5 nl + . . . + TI,(+~ for some t’ such that 
t-k-l<t’Ft-l,then 
%?I,, =(I - - (t k i)+(s-2)-t’El,L> + . . . + I(t-k-l)+(S-2)--f/En,,“) 
+ @t-k-I)+(s--2)-t/+$ 
q+l,v 
+... + z(t-k-I)+(s-2)-t’+lE n,+n*,v) + . . . 
+ (I”-‘En,+... +qir+,,_,,_a-,,+l,u + . . . +ZS-1En,+...+n(,,+2)_,,_t_,,,“). 
(We note that s- 1 -((t-k- l)+(s-2)-t’)=(t’+2)-(t-k- 1)- 1.) 
Furthermore, every M(Bl,R)-submodule of VI,~, is of the form 
(MO& + . + Mo&,,v) + (J%&,+I,~ + . . + MEn,+,,,~) + . . . 
+ (M(t’+l)-(t-k-l)E,,+...+,(I,+,,_,,_,_,,+I.u + . . . 
+~(t,+1~-(t-k-l)E,,+...+,,,‘i2)-o,V) 
for some (t’+l)-(t-k-l)+1 left idealsM~,M~,...,M~~~+~)_(t-k. 
M,, C~(t-k-1)+(s-2)-t’+w 
for w=O,l,..., (t’+l)-(t-k-l), and 
IV,, c: IV,, 
if w > w’. Therefore, 
udimbQ(B1,R) w1.v = udim Y(t’+l)-(t-k-1)+1, 
where 9’I;PN/+i)_Ct-k-i)+i is the modular lattice 




{(k&Ml ,..., M(r’+i)-Ct-k-i))]M,,. is a left ideal of R for w=O,l,..., 
(t’ - 1) + (t - k - l), and (2) and (3) hold}. 
(The uniform dimension of a modular lattice is also called the Goldie dimension. See, 
for example, [5].) 
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Consequently, by (1) and (4), recalling that t - k - 1 5 t’ < t - 1, we have that 
(f-k-1)+&2) _ 
u dimM(s,,R) 9, -nnt--k-l .udim~Z”-’ 
+n,_k.udim~2+...+nt.udirn~~+2. (5) 
Applying the same arguments to lU(&,R), we obtain that 
u dimM(s,,R) 92 (‘-‘-l)‘(‘-‘) = mt_-k_l .u dimR p-1 
+m,_&.udim~2+...+m,.udim~k+2. (6) 
Since nt = ml,. . . , nt-_k =rnt-k, and since the left-hand sides of (5) and (6) are equal, 
it follows that nt_k-1 = mt_k-1. 0 
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